Vehicular ad hoc networks consist of access points for communication, transmission, and collecting information of nodes and environment for managing traffic loads. Clustering can be performed in the vehicular ad hoc networks for achieving the desired goals. Due to the random range of vehicular ad hoc networks, stability is the major issue on which major research is still in progress. In this article, a moth flame optimization-driven clustering algorithm is presented for vehicular ad hoc networks, replicating the social behavior of moth flames in creating efficient clusters. The proposed framework is extracted from the living routine of moth flames. The proposed framework allows efficient communication by creating the augmented number of clusters due to which it is termed as intelligent algorithm. Besides this, the use of unsupervised clustering technique emphasizes to call it as an intelligent clustering algorithm. The recommended intelligent clustering using moth flame optimization framework is executed for resolving and optimizing the clustering problem in vehicular ad hoc networks, the primary focus of the proposed scheme is to improve the stability in vehicular ad hoc networks. This proposed method can also be used for the transmission of data in vehicular networks. Intelligent clustering using moth flame optimization is then proved by relative study with two variants of particle swarm optimization: multiple-objective particle swarm optimization and comprehensive learning particle swarm optimization and a variant of ant colony optimization: ant colony optimization-based clustering algorithm for vehicular ad hoc network. The simulation demonstrates that the intelligent clustering using moth flame optimization is provisioning optimal outcomes in contrast to widely known metaheuristics. Furthermore, it provides a robust routing mechanism based on the clustering. It is suitable for large highways for the productivity of quality communication, reliable delivery for each vehicle and can be widely applicant.
Introduction
The simplest definition of network is a collection of devices for the communication. Basically, different devices are connected to each other so that these devices can easily communicate or transmit data to each other. Networks are usually deployed in the different domains for the specific reasons. In some scenarios, the network is created on temporary basis. This types of network is called adhHon network. These networks can be infrastructure less and with the infrastructure as well. In adhHoc networks, there are many sub-divisions such as vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), and flying ad hoc networks (FANETs). The primary focus of this research is in VANETs. The concepts of ad hoc is being implemented in different scenarios, now spreading and being used almost everywhere. Therefore, the usage of this method has increased the number of using devices. The continuous increase in the usage and demand make the researchers to think about the new ideas for the better productivity. Currently, a lot of research is carried in the domain of VANETs, specially about the VANETs protocols communication models and architecture. 1 VANETs distribute wireless communication facilities for road side units and vehicles running on the road. 2, 3 The primary focus is to provide the services to the users available on the road. 4 The VANET is now considered the rising field in the implementation and research perspective as well. Because many projects are still going on globally for the intelligent transportation systems (ITS). In VANETs, there are further streams such as, vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (I2V or V2I), and the last approach is hybrid which is the combination of both mentioned algorithms (V2X). Their applications lead to the facilitation in the handling of traffic jam and many other aspects. 5, 6 The potential core of ITS is to provide the efficient communication mechanism during the transportation. However, road safety is also a primary factor of ITS. 7 VANETs come under the scope of ITS. The research domain of scalability is significant for network designers. In the last several years, we have witnessed improved research output on inter-vehicle communications. New justifications and procedures must be developed for automobile's targeted movement patterns. The new research topic in the VANETs is how to cluster or group the vehicles. In VANETs, vehicles communicate with each other. Automobiles gather the information of traffic on the road, environmental factors, and other parameters. 8 The gathered information is then transmitted to the anticipated vehicles. The transmission of information is a real challenging issue due to the frequent change in structure of the network. To address this issue, clustering is the eventual solution. The aim is to efficiently operate routing, healthcare applications, 9 mobility management, 10,11 military applications, 12 safety alarms, 13 data dissemination, 14 and Internet connectivity. 15 This topic will continue to remain generally there for another few years. We believe to have greater exploration in near future in the core topic of clustering algorithms, analysis, comparison as well as evaluation of clustering algorithms, preparation of simulation statistics and so on. Real-life experiments outdoor are among the major challenges leftover in this domain. 2 Clustering is one of the solutions to solve the issue of scalability. It is imperative for effective utilization of resources and load balancing on scheduling data access with cooperative load balancing VANETs. In clustering, we group together the nodes that lie in the same geographical neighborhood which helps to make the network more scaleable. 2, 3 We will use evolutionary algorithms (EA) in our research. EAs are motivated from the natural model of evolution. They are centered on a basic model of biological evolution. We generate an environment in which probable solutions can evolve to resolve a specific problem. The surroundings are molded by the factors of the problem and inspire the evolution to get the best possible solutions.
Evolutionary computation includes numerous sorts of EA. Some of them are genetic programming (GP), genetic algorithms, evolutionary programming, evolution strategies, and learning classifier systems. EA offers decent estimated explanations to problems that cannot be resolved simply by other methods. Numerous optimization problems lie in this group. They may be very computationally exhaustive to find a precise answer but occasionally a near-optimal explanation is adequate. In circumstances like these, evolutionary techniques are successful. Since the vehicular node clustering is a continuous problem, and the EAs are very effective for this type of problems, 4 a system is proposed for solving/ optimizing the vehicular node clustering problem in VANETs. Figure 1 shows the general structure of VANETs. Our main contribution is to propose a routing protocol for the VANETs so that robustness in communication can be achieved. We have applied the nature-based technique to solve the scalability issue of VANETs. By using it, the load balancing is also achieved, and it reduces the computational complexity as well. Furthermore, the simulation results are compared with the well-known existing algorithms to show the comprehensive analysis.
Related work
The EA helps us to solve the NP-hard problems. 16 The clustering problem also lies in the mentioned category. For solving the clustering problem in VANETs, proposed framework is based on the metaheuristics. Some of the already techniques for the VANETs are as follows.
Despite VANET is regarded as a subordinate class of MANET, it has many features differing from MANET such as very high movement of vehicles, which generates the consistent variations of network topology. 17 These can be changing node density, fluctuation of road, and positions of vehicles present in the road. Therefore, the clustering procedures for MANET are incompatible for VANET. Many researches dealing with clustering of VANETs are motivated on diminishing network overhead price and the total number of clusters produced. These algorithms usually do not measure the vehicles interests such as any linked information used to distinguish vehicle from another. That information can be finding free parking space, traffic congestion, and so on. As a result, in this research, the authors proposed an innovative clustering algorithm which is built on agent technology. It solves the issues cited above and thus improves overall routing performance in VANET.
The primary goal is to define agent properties. The idea is to improve the conventional systems so that overall performance is upgraded. Different from preceding works, the clustering algorithm described makes group of vehicles that have the same context information throughout the cluster formation technique. Oranj et al. 18 proposed that there are numerous routing protocols for VANETs. Maximum methods ignore factors that influence performance of actual VANET applications such as environmental variations. Environmental changes can affect both performance and throughput in VANET. The authors, in this research, have suggested a routing technique which is centered on vigorous MANET on-demand protocol and ant colony optimization (ACO).
These protocols consider environmental changes. For finding routes through graphs, ACO algorithm is a method and is accepted broadly. In the proposed scheme, two factors were measured to estimate revealed routes: path reliability and delay time. The results showed that the projected ACO procedure achieved enhanced performance as equated to other approaches. Chen et al. 13 proposed the clustering for VANETs offers many benefits. Since VANET is an extremely vibrant scenario, the firmness of existing clustering algorithms displays meager robustness. In this work, an innovative multi-hop clustering system for VANETs is proposed. This algorithm creates cluster heads (CHs) through vicinity tracking relationship among vehicles. The arrangement is founded on a rational supposition that an automobile cannot surely recognize which automobile in its neighbors are the best appropriate to be its CH. On the other hand, which automobile in its onehop expanse is the steadiest and comparable with it can simply be recognized. Therefore, they must surely fit in the identical cluster. Subsequently, an automobile can indicate its CH by succeeding the steadiest automobile. The comparative movement among two automobiles joining the advantages founded on the trailed figure and the past subsequent evidence allows a vehicle to identify which target to track. This approach upgrades the steadiness of clusters throughout network development. 19 Aadil et al. 20, 21 proposed the ACO-based clustering algorithm for the VANETs.
Wahab et al. 22 proposed the clustering scheme based on the quality of service (QoS) by using the optimized link-state routing (OLSR) and termed as QoS-OLSR. It is designed to achieve the cluster stability and QoS for the high mobile nodes. The authors have shown the results to improve the end-to-end delay and increase the packet delivery ratio in VANETs. Hassanabadi et al. 23 proposed a mobility-based clustering scheme, which is based on affinity propagation algorithm in a distributed way. This scheme used the metric of high mobility to improve the cluster stability. The authors have shown the performance in average CH and cluster member life time. Wahab et al. 24 have discussed the two types of vulnerabilities in network. First is due to the high mobility, which increases the complexity of buffering and monitoring of high moving vehicles. Second, scarcity of resources in terms of storage. The support vector machine is used to analyze the training set of vehicles to identify the malicious nodes in the network. The concept of QoS-OLSR is used as a clustering protocol. The results are shown in terms of accuracy and decrease the false positive rate to support the proposed model (Tables 1-3) .
Research methodology
Moth flames almost belongs to the family of butterflies and have large number of various species. Their life cycle contains two main steps: larvae and adult. They follow the moon light to travel in straight line by using the mechanism of transverse orientation. This method helps the moth flames to fly the whole journey in the same angle. 25, 26 These phenomena are shown in Figure 2 . The yellow line shows the flying direction of moth toward the moon while red is used to show the straight surface from which moth will fly. The green circle is used to show the angle of elevation which is made by moth taken from surface and flying direction of moth (Figure 2) .
The transverse orientation ensures the movement of moth flames to maintain the same angle during the journey. Despite the fact, it is observed that the flying pattern of the moth flames varied during the journey toward the artificial lights. Consequently, the moth flames process accurate for the far distances but fails the method of transverse orientation for too near. Since such a light is too closed as compared to the moon, the spiral fly occurred due to the keeping the same angular motion.
Mathematical modeling
The moths are considered as candidate solution in the algorithm. These candidate solutions can be in N dimensions. The moths can be represented mathematically as
where n shows the number of moths and d shows the dimension.
There will be a fitness values for each moth where OM is the fitness value and n is the moth number. It can be observed that for each moth, the fitness function returns the fitness value. The first row in the matrix M (position vector) of each moth is delivered to the fitness (objective) function. Consequently, the fitness function's output is allotted to the relevant moth as its objective function. Flames are another vital factor in the moth flame optimization (MFO) algorithm. A matrix analogous to the matrix of moths is shown as follows Method develop from the theory of gravitational kinematics Gravitational local search (GLSA) in 2013 6 The main features of this heuristics derived from ''Newton's law of gravitation,'' namely a gravitational search algorithm Black hole algorithm in 2015 27 The theme of black hole is used to develop the bio-inspired algorithm Charged system search in 2010 28 An approach taken from the behavior of charges and it is based on the Coulomb law and motion laws Ray optimization algorithm in 2014 29 The law for light ''Snell's light refraction law'' is mapped into algorithm for solving different problems Artificial chemical reaction optimization algorithm published in 2011
The behavior is taken from the nature and occurrences of chemical reactions Small world optimization algorithm (SWOA) in 2006 30 Concept is taken from the phenomena of small world and different searching operator's: small-range, large-range, and random-range operators are used in it Big bang big crunch (BB-BC) 31 in 2014 Theme from the universe evolution is extracted to explore the nondeterministic polynomial-time hardness problems Curved space (CSO) optimization 32 
in 2012
The general relativity theory is used for the curvature of space and for aptitude simple random search Galaxy based search algorithm (GbSA) 33 in 2011 Theme of galaxies are embedded in hill climbing algorithm The number of moths is shown by n. The flames are considered as a solution set as shown in equations (1) and (3). There is only operational difference between them. The moths are considered as the search agent in the search space while the flames are used to point out the fittest solution obtained so far. This operation can also be defined from another angle that is; the flames are just pointing or putting the flags. These points are the fittest spots obtained by moths until now. Therefore, the remaining moths will also start searching near the fittest spotted region in the search space. In this way, the moths will achieve the best solution and converge earlier.
The MFO algorithm estimates the global optima of the optimization problem and is a three-tuple explained as follows
The main function is the P function, in which the moths travel in the search space. It considers the matrix M as an input and its updated copy is returned as an output.
The T function represents termination criterion. If the termination criterion is achieved, it will return true and will return false if the termination criterion is not fulfilled.
Here, S indicates ith moth while M shows the complete search space or matrix of moths, ad F indicates the jth flame, and is the spiral function. Equation (8) shows the fitness function, where w 1 , w 2 ,., w n are the weights assigned to fitness parameters. While f 1 , f 2 ,., f n are the fitness parameters based on the problem. Iteration is represented by d
Figure 3 is used to show the data flow of proposed method.
Experimentation
The experiments are described in this section. The proposed framework is implemented in the matrix laboratory R-2015a. After implementation of the novel technique, comparative analysis of intelligent clustering using moth flame optimization (ICMFO) is done with the well-known metaheuristics algorithms, that is, comprehensive learning particle swarm optimization (CLPSO), multiple-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO), and ant colony optimization-based clustering algorithm for vehicular ad hoc network (CACONET). The results are professionally shown in three-dimensional (3D) format for the better understanding of the outcomes. The complete working and flow of the proposed method is shown in Figure 3 . The given result shows that the proposed method is producing lesser number of required clusters than others. This reduction in the required number of clusters will lead us to reduce the required resources for managing the network. This will reduce the cost of routing, the number of hop of the network. Due to less number of clusters, the packet delays will be minimized as well.
The results are shown in the Figures 4-7 , transmission range in the x-axis, number of nodes in y-axis, and number of clusters in the z-axis. The transmission range is from 100 to 600 m, the number of nodes is 30-60, while different grid size from 1000 to 4000 m is used to show the required number of cluster accordingly. The ICMFO shows the optimized number of clusters as shown in the figures represented with green-colored circles. The number of required clusters are inversely proportional to the transmission range. When the value of transmission range is increased, the required number of clusters will be decreased. We can see that ICMFO is showing the optimized results as compared to CLPSO, MOPSO, and CACONET in all the given scenarios. The size of the grid is also changed to make the results more strong and perfect. Graphs illustrate the results favorable to the ICMFO. In addition, the number of nodes/vehicles are changed so that the accuracy of the proposed method can be measured. At some point in the network, MOPSO, CLPSO, and CACONET overlaps with the proposed method. But this is due to the randomness nature of the algorithm.
The results are taken after the 10 iterations for each scenario and then the average value is taken to plot the results. Even though MOPSO provides the multiple solutions for the problem but still ICMFO is providing the optimized results for the given situation.
Load balance factor
Load balance factor (LBF) is used to evaluate the load on each CH as shown in Figures 8-12 . It is very difficult for each cluster to allocate the equal number of CNs. LBF is used for the balanced allocation of load in the cluster.
The primary cause is due to the rapid movement of neighbors from the CHs. The cardinality of the cluster size represents the load of a CH. The LBF is defined by Choubey 39 as
where n c is the number of CHs, x i is the cardinality of cluster i, and m = N2n c /n c is the average number of neighbors of a CH (being the total number of nodes in the system) as shown in equation (9) . requirement in the network. By all this, ICMFO is considered as the well-united algorithm in the VANETs. The comparison is also done with the well-known algorithms (CLPSO, MOPSO, and CACONET) of VANETs. This analysis has also shown that the results of ICMFO are better. For the future use, we can enhance the objective function according to different problems and requirements. The proposed work can also be used for the multi-objective functions. For instance, in the proposed approach, the main objective is the stability of network using the intelligent clustering by focusing the characteristic of number of clusters. The other objectives can be taken such as social awareness, fairness index and higher access rate for the multiobjective functions. Other different algorithms, ant lion optimizer, dragon-fly algorithm, and whale optimization algorithm can also be implemented for the optimization in the VANETs. 
